Oregon Coast STEM Center PBL Project Overview Section 2
Name of Project: Salmon Habitat
Name of Teacher(s):Jana Osterlund, Patti Forcier, and Jo Train
School & District: Newport Intermediate School and Lincoln County School District
In addition to the online PBL Project Overview, please describe the following in no more
than 3 paragraphs per section.
1) How the Project was Conceived and Planned
For two years we have been collecting data on Big Creek Watershed and were
concerned by the numbers that we were collecting. We knew and had participated in the
local STEP program where our classroom fish were released in the stream. We decided to
focus on not just the data we have been collecting, but what were the effects on the salmon
that were released in the stream. Our students studied the life cycle of salmon, water
quality, and what makes a healthy watershed.
We then had the student’s hypothesis and come up with a collective inquiry
question about Big Creek watershed related to what they had learned. Their question: Is
Big Creek Park a viable place to release salmon or steel head? We then took them on
their first field trip to gather data on Big Creek. They quickly learned that Big Creek was
not a healthy stream and wanted to do something to stop the release of salmon in the creek.
Hypothesis: That it is not a good place to release either type of fish. Background info/
Reasons why: There is a slide that causes debris and mud to fall into the water. There
is also a sewage problem that is making the water worse. We then wanted to come up
with a better location to release our salmon and decided to test the water at to other local
streams: Ollala Reservoir and Fall Creek.

2) How the Project was Managed
We took four fieldtrips: two to Big Creek, one to Fall Creek, and another to Ollala
Reservoir. We used Fall Creek as our benchmark, because we knew it to be a healthy
system. We took water samples from all 3 sites testing; dissolved oxygen, pH,
temperature, and turbidity. We then collected and analyzed the data to compare the
health of the streams. Finally, students prepared a presentation via poster to present their
findings to the public.
3) Your (or your team’s) Reflection on the project after completion. Include what went well,
what might be improved or changed if you were to do this project again, and what the most
important student learning was.
The water testing went well once we had enough kits so that they could test in small
groups. The collaboration not only in the classroom, but with scientists and other
classrooms enhanced the learning experience of our students. The background knowledge
of previous year’s data collection and personal experience with the STEP programs
releasing of salmon. This all gave them a personal tie to the project and real world
application.

4) Attach any student work samples, products, photos (that you have permission for), or
additional documents you would like posted on the website with your Project Overview.

Water Testing at Fall Creek

Counting Salmon Spawning at Fall Creek

Preparing to water test.

Water testing at Ollala Reservoir
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Students Data collection on all three locations. This was used to determine the best
location to release the salmon.
Email your Project Overview as a PDF, this document and any attachments you’d like to
include to Ruth.mcdonald@lincoln.k12.or.us.
Your final $750 pay will be processed as soon as it is received.

